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TAKINGS AND PROPERTY
RIGHTS LEGISLATION
By John R. Nolon

Introduction
Many of the seminal regulatory takings cases
prove the cliche that "bad facts make bad law."
In Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council,' the
regulatory scheme examined by the U.S. Supreme
Court failed to provide owners denied all economic use
of their land the simple and routine mechanism of
applying for a hardship exemption. In Dolan v. City of
Tigard; another U.S. Supreme Court decision, the city
could offer no reason at all to justify its requirement
that Mrs. Dolan convey her interest in the environmentally constrained land to the municipality.
A principal New York case, Seawall Associates v.
City of New York,3 involved a coercive and costly
scheme that the city's own consultant study demonstrated would not accomplish the legitimate public
objective it was designed to achieve. Finally, in Nollan
v. California Coastal Commission,'' Justice Scalia
encountered a regulatory requirement that he found
"utterly fails to further the end advanced as the
justification for the prohibition."
Over the years, regulatory takings case law has
supported land use regulations by cloaking them with a
presumption of validity and placing a heavy burden on
their challengers of proving either that the regulation
fails to substantially advance a legitimate public
purposeS or that it deprives the owner of all economically beneficial use of the land.6 Insulated in this
way, regulators, on occasion, have transgressed the
boundaries of fundamental fairness.
John R. Nolan is a professor of law a t Pace University School of
Law and the Co-Director oftheir Land Use Law Center. Professor
Nolan has sewed a s a consultant for President Carter's Council
on Development Choices for the 1980's and President Clinton's
Council on Sustainable Development.
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The recent trend on the part of state legislators and
the national congress to consider adopting statutes to
protect property rights is, in significant part, a reaction
to the minority of land use regulations that cause
extreme hardship on the part of individual owners.
Some of the provisions of these statutes are
beneficial and progressive. They require greater
attention to the benefits to be achieved by a proposed
regulation and provide for some balancing of those
benefits to the public against the costs to regulated
parties; they urge regulators to involve affected parties
in the drafting of regulations and to seek market-based
solutions that achieve the same benefits.
Some of the provisions of these statutes, however,
have a retributive effect, an eye-for-an-eye quality; they
would impose on regulators the burdens that the harshest
regulations have imposed on property owners: excessive
cost, undue complexity and extensive process.
As we examine pending property rights proposals,
and the few statutes that have been adopted at the state
level, we should take seriously those progressive
features that seek to promote fairness. We also should
recognize and reject those retributive provisions which
diverge as far from fundamental fairness as do
the excessive regulations of which property rights
advocates complain.
Property Rights Protection Statutes
Bills to protect property rights fall into four
general categories.
1. First, there are compensation statutes, which
"quire the government to
landowners
whose property values have been diminished by aregulation beyond an established percentage of value,
as 25% or 50%.7
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2. Second, there are assessment statutes. The one of these types of statutes. In the following 18
most popular type of assessment bill, at the state level, states, some such legislation has been enacted: Arirequires government agencies to review the potential zona, Florida, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana,
of their regulations to effect a taking of private Maine, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, North Dakota,
property.' Another type requires agencies to conduct Texas, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Washington, West
cost-benefit assessments, or risk assessments, which Virginia and Wyoming."
may require elaborate and comparative analyses of the
This trend in the states began in 1991 with the
costs and benefits of proposed regulations. Their enactment of a Washington bill that required the
purported aim is to insure that the most cost-effective Attorney General to review regulations to determine
alternatives are selected or that regulations not be whether they have potential for effecting a regulatory
adopted when their benefits do not sufficiently out- taking.12Since then, Delaware, Indiana and Tennessee
weigh their costs. Proposals pending in both houses of have adopted bills of this type." A bill of this type is
pending before the New York State Assembly (A.
the federal congress take this latter approach.
3. Third, there are review statutes which require 5820) and is discussed below.14A. 5820 is an example
the attorney general, or other official, to conduct a of a hybrid statute since it provides for compensation
review of the potential of proposed regulations to effect as well as review.
In 1992, Utah adopted a statute that requires state
a taking of private property with varying con~equences.~
4. Finally, there are hybrid laws that include two agencies to conduct assessments of their regulations'
potential to effect takings.'' Since then, Arizona, Idaho,
or more of these types of provision^.'^
In very general terms, these statutes tend to have Kansas, Missouri, North Dakota, Virginia, West Virseveral effects, most often described as benefits by ginia and Wyoming have adopted statutes of this
their proponents. Of the following effects, the first four general type.16 These statutes may exempt certain
can have a retributive quality. The other effects rep- emergency or public health protection regulations from
resent generally the progressive features of the pro- their coverage. A bill pending in the New York Senate
(S. 5099), discussed below, would require an elaborate
posals. Such statutes tend to:
risk
benefit assessment of any "major rule" proposed
1. Require state regulators to be more cautious;
by three particular departments of state government."
2. Slow down the regulatory process;
In 1994, Mississippi enacted the first state statute
3. Make the regulatory process more elaborate
requiring
compensation to property owners whose
and complex;
4. Cause the offending agency to pay for any property values are diminished by state regulation."
diminution in property value caused by the Since then, Florida, Louisiana and Texas have adopted
regulation if that diminution exceeds an such statutes.lg The Florida and Texas statutes are
discussed below.
established percentage of fair market value;
In November of 1995, by a 60-40% margin, voters
5. Require regulators to articulate clearly the
in Washington State rejected what would have become
specific benefits to be achieved;
6. Require regulators to consider and balance the nation's most sweeping property rights protection
these benefits against the economic costs to measure." The rejected Washington initiative would
have required compensation to property owners for any
regulated parties and society as a whole; and
7. Encourage regulators to search for market- diminution of value caused by public benefit regulabased alternatives and establish means of tions unless the regulated activity is a public nuisance;
involving regulated parties to review regula- it would also have required agencies to conduct
extensive takings impact assessments of land use
tions before they are adopted.
regulations. This follows a 1994 vote by Arizona
voters to reject, by the same margin, a less sweeping
State Action
By the end of 1995, nearly all state legislatures property rights protection measure.2'
were considering, or had passed or rejected, at least
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Federal Proposali
Nearly two dozen bills are being considered at the
federal level which contain features of these state
statutes. Several of these are discussed below. They
include S. 605 (Omnibus Property Rights Act of
1995);" S. 343 (Comprehensive Regulatory Reform
Act of 1995)U;H.R. 9 which includes separate titles on
risk assessment, regulatory reform and private property
rights protection); H.R. 961 and S. 851 (Clean Water
and H.R. 2275, S. 1364, and S.
Act amendrnent~)~~;
768 Gndangered Species Act reauthori~ation).~'

Bills Pending Before the New York Legislature
A. 5820: The Real Property Regulatory Impacts
Act - A Takings Statute.
A. 5820 would add a new Article 12-d $447 to the
Real Property Law of New York. It would authorize
property owners to file suit against the state if a statute,
regulation or rule causes a diminution of property value
of 50% or more.26 Suit is authorized, as well, if the
diminution is caused by the denial of any permit, license
A. 5820 was
or authorization of any kind by the ~tate.2~
introduced by 11 members of the assembly and is
currently before the Committee on the Judiciary.
The bill provides that a property owner who
suffers 50% or greater diminution of value may
recover either the amount of diminution and retain title
or recover the fair market value of the parcel and
transfer title to the state.26If the offending rule or
regulation is rescinded, or the withheld permit granted,
prior to final judgment, the owner may recover any
economic loss sustained by reason of the acts giving
rise to the diminution in value.26
The "taking of private property" is defined as an
activity wherein private property is taken such that
compensation to the owner is required by the fifth and
. fourteenth amendments to the U.S. Constitution or by
$447-d of the statute.
The bill would prohibit state agencies fiom issuing
any rule or regulation until the Attorney General has
reviewed it and has informed the agency as to the
potential of such rule or regulation to result in a taking."
Where such a review has occurred, the bill creates
a cause of action to invalidate any statute, rule or
regulation because it does not substantially advance its
stated governmental p ~ r p o s e . ~
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S. 5099: New York State Regulatory Reform Act
of 1995 - A Rismenefit Assessment Bill
The proposal was introduced by seven Senators
including Senator Bruno and referred to the Committee
on Commerce, Economic Development and Small
Bu~iness.2~It amends the State Administrative
Procedures Act to insure the issuance of cost-effective
regulations grounded in scientifically sound, objective
and unbiased data, analysis and assessment. It applies
only to major rules adopted by three state departments:
Environmental Conservation, Health and Labor.
The Act contains three sections. They require a
risk benefit analysis, a risk assessment and a system for
peer review:
Risk BeneJit Analysis: f 202-e
Prior to adopting a "major rule" these agencies must
publish a notification of the rule and issue a draft
cost-benefit analysis. A major rule is one with a gross
annual effect on the state's economy of $5 million
or more (direct and indirect costs), or one that will have
a substantial &npact on a sector of the economy,
substantially increase consumer prices, or have a significant adverse effect on competition or produ~tivity?~
Whether a rule is major or not is determined by the
proposing agency or by the "governor or his designee."
The DCBA (Draft Cost-Benefit Analysis) must
contain:
1. a detailed analysis of the benefits of the
proposed rule,
2. an analysis of its costs, an identification of
reasonable alternatives to the rule,
3. an assessment of the feasibility of establishing
a regulatory program that operates through the
application of market-based mechanisms,
4. how the agency has verified the accuracy of
scientific evaluations used in the DCBA,
5. the aggregate effect on small businesses,
6. an analysis of whether the proposed benefits
exceed the proposed costs, and
7. an analysis of whether the proposed rule will
provide greater net benefits "to society" than
any of the alternatives."
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A FCBA (Final Cost-Benefit Analysis) must
accompany the publication of a major rule by an
affected agency. The FCBA must include:
1. a description an comparison of benefits and
costs,
2. an analysis of whether net benefits accrue,
3. an analysis of incremental risk reduction vs.
incremental costs, and
4. an analysis of alternative^.^^
A Certification must accompany the publication
of a major rule. The Certificate must include:
1. certification that the FCBA is based on
unbiased data,
2. that the rule is likely to justify the costs, and
3. that there is no satisfact& alternative."
Risk Assessment Required: § 202-J:
The act provides for a separate risk assessment of
all proposed major rules including:
1. a description of the risks addressed,
2. a comparison of these risks to other risks,
3. a statement of risks posed by implementing the
rule,
4. an assessment of the costs and benefits
associated with the rule,
5. a certification that the risk assessment is
objective,
6. a certification that the rule will substantially
advance the protection of the environment or
human health,
7. a certification that the rule will produce benefits that justify the costs, and
8. a certification that there is no equivalent and
more cost-effective alternati~e.~~
Peer Review: J 202-g.
The proposal requires that each agency establish a
system of peer review of any cost benefit analysis or risk
assessment attending the promulgation of any major
rule. This system shall include broadly representative
peer review panels of independent experts which shall
not exclude reviewers "merely because they represent
entities with a potential interest in the outcome,
provided that is disclosed." The governor may order
peer review of any other major risk assessment or cost
assessment that is likely to have a significant regulatory
impact on public policy decisions.
64
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Each peer review shall produce a report to the
agency that must include:
1. an evaluation of the data used and merits of the
methods used for the assessment and analysis,
2. a list of considerations not taken into account,
and
3. a discussion of the methodology used.35
The head of the agency shall respond in writing to
all significant peer review comments. Both the peer
review report and agency comments shall be made
available to the public.
Governor's Veto: The governor may order the
agency not to adopt a rule if he finds that the costbenefit analysis or risk assessment is inadequate
based
on peer review.
Relevant language: Section 202-g (Cost-benefit
analysis) requires a description and comparison of the
benefits and costs of the rule. 5 202-g(e)(i)(A) states:
The description of the benefits and the costs of a
proposed and adopted rule . . . shall include, to the
extent feasible, a quantification or numerical estimate
of the quantifiable benefits and costs. Such quantification or numerical estimate shall be made in the most
appropriate unit of measurement, using comparable
assumptions, including time periods, and shall specify
the ranges of predictions and shall explain the margins
of error involved in the quantification methods and in
the estimates used. An agency shall describe the nature
and extent of the nonquantifiable benefits and costs of
an adopted rule pursuant to this section in as precise
and succinct a manner as possible.

Other Bills Pending in New Yorlc:
S.B. 5077 requires a private property rights
protection analysis be completed when rules or regulations involve a taking of property or when license or
permit requirements condition the use of pr~perty.~"
A. 4502 provides for definition of regulatory
takings and requires governmental compensation for
It establishes inverse
property rights ix~fiingement.~?
condemnation procedures, provides for regulatory
rollback procedures, legal challenges and tax adjustments. The proposal was introduced by Assemblyman
Straniere and refened to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Florida Legislation
Compensation Provisions
In 1995, the Florida legislature adopted the Private
Property Rights Protection Act which creates a new
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cause of action if any agency (state, regional or local)
The
"inordinately burdens" the use of real pr~perty.~'
act, which became effective on October 1,1995, permits
the owner to sue in state court for the actual loss in fair
market value. This is based on the property's existing
use as well as reasonably foreseeable and suitable
land uses compatible with adjacent land uses and which
have created an existing fair market value. The term
"inordinately burdenyyis defined as a restriction on the
use of property that renders the owner permanently
unable to realize a reasonable investment-backed return.
The statute is clear that this standard is not the same
used by the courts in takings cases; rather it provides "a
cause of action for governmental actions that may not
rise to the level of a taking under the State Constitution
or the United States Constitution."
The Act provides for a 180 day notice period prior
to bringing this new cause of action. During this
period,the property owner must present his claim to the
head of the affected agency accompanied by an
appraisal demonstrating the alleged loss. Once received,
the agency must make a written settlement offer.
The statute contains an interesting list of
inducements which the agency may offer the owner
including the adjustment of applicable standards,
increases in density, transfer of development rights, land
swaps, relocation of proposed development on the site,
offer of a variance, or purchase of an interest in the land.
The agency is authorized to implement the settlement
offer by appropriate development agreement. Where the
agreement contravenes other statutes applying to the
property, the agency and owner are authorized to file an
action for judicial approval of the settlement agreement
to ensure that the public interest is protected and the
relief appropriate to eliminate the inordinate burden.

Dispute Resolution Provisions
The Property Rights Protection Act also provides
a system for dispute resolution, based on non-binding
mediati~n.~'
It gives an owner who believes that a
governmental action unfairly burdens his real property
the right to request relief. Such a request, which follows exhaustion of applicable administrative remedies,
is made to the head of the governmental agency
involved and referred to a special master, mutually
selected by the agency and the property owner.
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The master must hold an informal hearing and
attempt to resolve the conflict. If the conflict cannot be
resolved, the master must determine whether the
government action is unreasonable or unduly burdens
the owner's property, in which event the master may
recommend alternative courses of action. These
alternatives may be rejected by the parties. If rejected
by the agency, a written decision must be issued which
describes the specific uses to which the property may
be put. After this decision is issued, the owner may
appeal to the courts for relief.
Where the mediation results in a determination by
the special master that the agency action is unreasonable
or unfairly burdens the property, that determination may
serve as an indication of sufficient hardship to support
modifications, exceptions and variances in the application of statues or regulations applicable to the property.
This dispute resolution option is not a prerequisite
to filing a civil action contesting the governmental
action. However, invoking this option tolls the statute
of limitations applicable to such civil action.

Texas Legislation
The Private Real Property Rights Preservation
Ace9adopted in Texas takes a very different approach.
It defines a taking as a government action that affects
private real property in a manner that restricts the
owner's right to use the property and is the "producing
cause of a reduction of at least 25 percent in the market
value" of the property. The law has limited application
to municipal actions and does not apply to certain
regulations of flood plains, sewage facilities,
groundwater and subsidence.
An owner is authorized to bring a suit or administrative proceeding to determine whether the
government action results in a taking. Where the trier
of fact determines that there has been a taking, the
owner is entitled to the invalidation of the governmental action and to monetary damages determined
fiom the date of the taking. If the agency elects to pay
compensation fiom its funds, it is entitled to a withdrawal of the order rescinding the action.
The statute requires the Attorney General to
prepare guidelines for agencies regarding takings.
Further, governmental agencies must prepare a written
takings impact assessment of a proposed action in
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accordance with the Attorney General's guidelines.
This assessment must describe the regulatory action
and its purpose, and how it substantially advances its
purpose. It must also include the burdens imposed on
private real property and the benefits to society,
whether it will constitute a taking, and a comparable
analysis of alternative solutions.
Key Bills In U.S. Senate
S. 605: Omnibus Property Rights Act of 199S0A Takings and Takings Impact Bill
S.605 is a takings and compensation bill, requiring
compensation if government action reduces the value
of private property by one-third, providing alternate
dispute resolution procedures, clarifying court jurisdiction, providing for administrative procedures for
agencies responsible for the ESA and CWA and
requiring agencies to conduct takings impact analyses of
all regulations that may result in a taking. This bill is
pending, awaiting final action by the Judiciary Committee.
Compensation is required if an agency action
diminishes the property value by 33 percent and
it cannot be established that the restricted use was
an actionable nuisance. Government action is defined
to include invasive actions, regulations, exactions,
conditions or other means of restricting use. Awards of
compensation are to be paid "by the agency out of
currently available appropriations supporting the
activities giving rise to the claims for compensation. If
insufficient funds are available to the agency in the
fiscal year in which the award becomes final, the
agency shall either pay the award fiom appropriations
available in the next fiscal year or promptly seek
additional appropriations for such purp~se."~'
All federal agencies that effect such actions would
be required to conduct a private property taking impact
analysis before taking any such action. The analysis must
include the actions purpose, assessment of the likelihood
of a taking, and alternatives to the action that can achieve
the purpose and lessen the likelihood of a taking.
The bill requires a review of existing regulation
and requires agencies to reissue regulations if necessary to carry out the purposes of the bill.
Under the proposal, an agency action is defined as
any action that takes a property right or unreasonably
impedes the use of property or the exercise of property
interests. Just compensation means compensation equal
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to the full extent of a property owner's loss, including
the fair market value of the private property taken and
the business losses arising fiom a taking, including
compounded interest fiom the date of the taking until
the tender of payment. Property includes estates in fee,
life estates, estates for years, remainders and fuhue
interests and fixtures, easements, leaseholds, water
rights, rents, recorded liens and contracts. Taking is
defined by reference to those interests protected by the
5th Amendment or protected "under this Act."
Section 204 provides that no agency shall take
private property. Compensation is required if the
property is physically invaded or taken for a public use
and the action:
1. does not substantially advance the stated
governmental interest to be achieved;
2. exacts the owner's right to use as a condition
for a permit or action without rough proportionality;
3. deprives the owner of substantially all economically beneficial or productive use;
4. diminishes the fair market value of the affected
portion of the property affected by the action by
33% or more; or
5. constitutes a taking under the 5th Amendment.
S. 605 reverses the historical burden in these
matters, noting that the government shall bear the
burden of proof "with regard to showing the nexus
between the stated governmental purpose" and the
impact on the proposed property use, with regard to
showing the proportionality between the "exaction and
the impact of the proposed use of the property," and
with regard to showing that "such deprivation of value
inheres in the title to the pr~perty."~'
Section 401 of S. 605 states that the federal
government should "avoid takings of private property
by assessing the effect of government action on private
property rights." All agencies of the federal government are required to complete a private property taking
impact analysis before issuing "any policy, regulation,
proposed legislation, or related agency action which is
likely to result in a taking of private property" as
defined in this act.43
The takings impact analysis must be in writing and
include a statement of the action's purposes, an
assessment of the likelihood of taking, an evaluation
of whether compensation is likely to be required,
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the alternatives to the action that would achieve the hazard to public health or safety or damage to property
purposes and lessen the likelihood of a taking occurring, other than the affected parcel.
and an estimate of the potential liability for taking
A provision for arbitration of alleged takings
compensation to the government. The Attorney General claims is provided as is a civil action for an owner who
is required to provide guidance, if requested, to any does not choose arbitration. The source of payments
for compensation awarded is the annual appropriation
agency regarding compliance with these provisions.
Finally, S. 605 forbids the promulgation of a of the affected agency.
regulation if it "could reasonably be construed to
Division C: Regulatory Reform and Relief Act
require an uncompensated taking of private pr~perty."~~
Under Title 11of this act, a process is required for
S. 343: Comprehensive Federal Regulatory the issuance of any major rule. That process includes:
1. notice of intent to engage in rule making,
Reform Act of 199545- A Cost-Benefit and Risk
2. determination of whether rule is a major rule,
Assessment Bill
2. including a preliminary regulatory impact
See above description of proposed bill New York
analysis,
S. 5099 for the essence of S. 343. S. 5099 is an
3. provision for hearing on rule making, upon
adaptation of S. 343.
petition,
4.
comment period, and
Clean Water Act and Endangered Species Act
5. filing of a final regulatory impact analysis.
Amendments
The preliminary and final regulatory impact
S. 85146would amend the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act to drastically reduce the protection of analyses shall contain:
1. description of benefits and who benefits,
wetlands. No compensation provisions are included. S.
2. description of why the rule is needed,
136447would amend the Endangered Species Act to
3. analysis of alternatives, including market based
require government compensation for any portion of a
mechanisms, and
parcel diminished in value by more than 30% by
4. an estimate of the costs of implementation and
species listing or habitat designation. S. 76848imposes
likelihood of implementation given agency's
cost, or burden, sharing on the federal government.
appropriation.
This provision requires the federal government and
the property owner to share equally in the cost of
Division D: Risk Assessment and Cost-BeneJif
compliance with the provisions of the Endangered
Act
of 1995
Species Act.
This Act contains six separate titles, each with
significant potential ramifications. It applies to the
Key Bills In U.S. House of Representatives
H.R. 9: Job Creation and Wage Enhancement actions of a dozen federal agencies, EPA and Interior
Act of 199549- A Takings, Cost-Benefif and Risk permits and clean up actions that are likely to result in
an annual cost increase of $25 million.
Assessment Bill
Title I requires the federal agency to prepare a
This bill has several divisions. Those relevant to
"risk characterization document" and a "risk assessthis subject are Divisions ByC and D.
ment document." There are extensive provisions
Division B: Private Property Protection Act of requiring great detail in the characterization of the
populations and resources at risk and the validity of the
1995
This Act is fairly brief. It requires the federal scientific and economic data and methods used to
government to compensate an owner of property define those risks. The degree of risk posed by these
whose use of any portion of that property has been risks must be quantified.
Title I1 sets forth a procedure for assessing
limited by an agency action that diminishes the fair
market value of that portion by 20%. Exceptions are and comparing the costs and the benefits of agency
created when the purpose of the action is to prevent a actions subject to the act. This analysis centers on the
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identification of reasonable "alternative strategiesY'that
require no government action, accommodate differences among the states or that employ market based
mechanisms permitting flexibility in compliance. The
agency is required to consider any reasonable alternative
strategies proposed during the comment period.
Under Title 11, before a final rule may be issued,
the agency must certify that its analyses are based on
objective scientific and economic evaluations, that the
benefits justify the costs, and explain why the other
alternatives are less cost effective and provide less
flexibility at the state level. The criteria contained in
this act shall supersede the criteria contained in the
statute under which the regulations are issued. This
agency certification must be supported by substantial
evidence on the record.
Title I11 provides for a system of peer review that
must be used if the agency action will effect an annual
cost of over $100 million. Each agency must create a
peer review panel that is broadly representative and
does not exclude experts because they represent entities with potential interests in the outcome, so long at
those interests are disclosed.
Judicial review of agency actions are provided for
in Title IV which notes that the action shall be
considered unlawful if the risk characterization and
assessment documents do not comply with the act's
standards.
H.R. 961'': Clean WaterAct Reauthorization
This bill has passed the House. It eases the
restrictions on wetlands development, provides for
compensation to owners whose property values are
reduced by over 20%, and requires the EPA to conduct
riskhenefit analyses of rule makings imposing costs of
over $25 million in any year.
H.R. 22 75": Endangered Species Act
Reautlt orization
This bill, which has emerged fiom Committee,
provides for compensation to owners whose values are
diminished by 20% by the effects of ESA enforcement;
further, it requires that species listing and habitat
designation be supported by current factual information and peer review.
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Open Questions Raised by Property Rights
Proposals
Elaborate costhenefit assessment statutes have
yet to generate much popular support. For them to do
so, they should answer a number of questions generally
raised by this type of proposal. A partial checklist of
these issues follows:
1. How do they determine what level of risk to the
public is acceptable?
2. How exactly are the public risks and benefits to
be balanced against these costs?
3. How are nonquantifiable public risks and
benefits to be balanced against quantifiable
private sector costs?
4. How precise must the costhenefit analysis be?
To what extent do science and economics
provide adequate data and methods to conduct
these analyses?
5. What costs do the required procedures impose
on the process of considering and adopting
rules needed to protect the environment and
human health?
6. Is a failure to follow any step in the required
procedure a jurisdictional defect in any adopted
rule which threatens its validity?
7. By enabling affected parties to challenge
regulations based on alleged procedural defects, does the bill provide an opportunity for
unduly delaying implementation of needed
regulations?
8. How are costhenefit procedures to be coordinated with any separate impact review mandated by environmental quality review statutes? For example, in New York, if S. 5099
were to pass, when a state agency proposes to
adopt a "major rule" it would have to conduct
both a extensive environmental review under
the State Environmental Quality Review Act
and a Risk Assessment and CostBenefit
Analysis under S. 5099. When these processes
are integrated, as they must be, they will
require that all environmental reviews be
subject to:
a. risk assessment;
b. cost benefit analysis;
c. peer review; and
d. a search for market-based alternatives?
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9. How does an agency decide what a major rule
is? The test in S. 5099, for example, is whether
it has an "annual effect'' of over $5 million on
the state's economy. This effect is to be
measured in direct and indirect cost terms. To
the extent that this determination is an
imprecise one, agencies will be encouraged to
take a very broad view of what a major rule is,
subjecting a larger percentage of rules to this
process than is immediately apparent.
For a takings compensation statute to win popular
support, it should answer a number of questions
generally raised by this type of proposal. A partial
checklist of these questions follows:
1. How is the diminution of value of a property
interest which constitutes a taking to be
established?
2. How is the property interest protected defined?
For example, if the established percentage of a
leasehold or easement's value is "takeny', as
opposed to that percentage of the value of the
full title of the property, is there a taking?
3. Does the statute apply if the use restricted by
the regulation is prohibited by nuisance, or
underlying property law principles? If so, how
does the statute determine whether the
restriction in property use effected by the
regulation is contained in established law?
4. If the statute protects legitimate "investment
backed" investments in real property, how are
they defined? If an agency carefully determines
that a restriction is needed to substantially
advance the public interest, is an investment
based on the unrestricted use of that land
legitimate?
This last question reveals the basic tension
involved in shifting fiom the current system of case
law adjudication of these disputes to requiring compensation for specified diminutions of property value.
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